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Abstract- The resource discovery problem poses new
challenges in infrastructure-less wireless networks.
Due to the highly dynamic nature of these networks
and their bandwidth and energy constraints, there is a
pressing need for energy-aware communicationefficient resource discovery protocols. This chapter
provides an overview of several approaches to
resource discovery, discussing their suitability for
classes of wireless networks.
The approaches
discussed in this chapter include flooding-based
approaches,
hierarchical
cluster-based
and
dominating set schemes, and hybrid loose hierarchy
architectures. Furthermore, the chapter provides a
detailed case study on the design, evaluation and
analysis of an energy-efficient resource discovery
protocol based on hybrid loose hierarchy and utilizing
the concept of ‘contacts’.

1. Introduction
Resource discovery is an essential element in the design
of infrastructure-less networks. Many classes of multihop wireless networks, including mobile ad hoc
networks (MANets) and sensor networks, are designed
as infrastructure-less, unattended, rapidly-deployable
networks. In these cases, each network node does not
have prior knowledge of the resources available in the
network. Hence, resource discovery is imperative to the
design of ad hoc and sensor networks. In general, a
resource can be any type of service or capability, such
as nodes with high energy, processing power or storage,
multiple interfaces, printing capability, or sensing
capability. Also a resource may be shared information,
as in file-sharing, publish-and-subscribe, storageretrieval, and querying for sensed data.
Resource discovery in wireless ad hoc and sensor
networks is a challenging problem mainly due to the
following reasons. First, the lack of infrastructure,
where there are no well-known servers in a pre-defined
network structure as in DNS. Second, the highly
dynamic nature of ad hoc and sensor networks that
leads to frequent changes in the network topology and
resource availability and locations. Network dynamics
arise mainly due to the characteristics of wireless
channels, in terms of fading, interference and variability

in the loss rates, in addition to possible node movement
in mobile networks. Third, scarcity of energy and
communication bandwidth in such networks
necessitates the design of new resource discovery
protocols qualitatively different from those designed for
the wired Internet. In the wired Internet protocols were
not designed for energy and communication constrained
environments. Moreover, in many cases wireless
networks may scale up to thousands of nodes rendering
the discovery problem even more challenging.
Service discovery may occur between the querier and
the resource node directly, according to the client-server
model. Another alternative is to use the directory
lookup model where the target resource node registers
itself (or its service) in the directory. A node interested
in the stored data may perform a lookup in the directory
before issuing the request. In either model, an efficient
distributed search protocol is necessary. The design and
analysis of search protocols in wireless ad hoc networks
is the topic of this chapter.
Efficiency of a resource discovery protocol may be
measured using different metrics. Some of the most
meaningful metrics in the context of wireless ad hoc
networks include communication overhead, energy
consumption, delivery success rate and response delay.
In general, bandwidth in wireless networks is a scarce
resource. In addition, due to the broadcast nature of the
wireless medium, collisions, due to medium contention,
may further decrease the throughput of the network.
Furthermore, nodes in ad hoc networks are, in general,
battery powered and hence are energy constrained.
Communication is a main consumer of energy, during
both transmission and reception of packets. Hence,
reducing communication overhead and overall energy
consumption is one of the main goals of ad hoc
networking protocols.
There are several design approaches for distributed
search protocols that may apply to resource discovery.
In general, a resource discovery architecture in wireless
ad hoc and sensor networks may be categorized as
’location-aware’ or ’location-free’. Location-aware
architectures require that node (or resource) location
information be widely available in the network. Such

architectures usually use geographic or trajectory
routing to forward the updates or queries and include
geographic rendezvous mechanisms (such as GLS [7],
Rendezvous Regions [55] [39] [53], and GHT [33]) and
trajectory advertisement schemes (such as TBF [54],
and [56] [57]). These architectures may be efficient
when (and if) location information is available. On the
other hand, location-free architectures do not require or
use location information. In this chapter we shall
present and study location-free resource discovery
architectures, and will not be discussing location-aware
architectures.
Here we provide a simple classification of the main
common location-free search techniques, and provide
an overview of each of those techniques, along with a
discussion on their applicability and performance in ad
hoc networks. Specifically, an overview is given for the
following schemes.
1. Flooding-based techniques, including (a) simple
flooding (or expanding ring search), (b) scoped
flooding and (c) efficient reduced broadcast,
2. Ad hoc on-demand routing (with caching),
3. Hierarchical architectures, including (a) clusterbased hierarchy, (b) landmark hierarchy (c)
dominating set (or backbone) approaches, and
4. Hybrid (loose hierarchy) routing, including (a)
zone routing and (b) contact-based architectures.
This is not meant to provide an exhaustive list for
the large body of literature that exists in this area.
Rather, it is a representative subset of the main
approaches. Then we shall present an elaborate
discussion of the design and evaluation of the contactbased architecture as an illustrative case study and as a
promising architecture for efficient resource discovery
in large-scale ad hoc networks. A comparative
simulation study is given at the end of the chapter.

2. Overview of Resource Discovery
Approaches
We address the problem of resource discovery in
infrastructure-less wireless mobile ad hoc networks.
Hence, architectures that require infrastructure (e.g.,
DNS) are not suitable for our problem. Centralized
approaches are neither robust nor scalable.
Perhaps one of the simplest search schemes is
flooding. Flooding each request throughout the network
enables the search for the resource sought in every node
in the network. Simple flooding causes every node to
forward the request packet until all the nodes in the
network receive it. In wireless networks, flooding leads

to what is called a ‘broadcast storm’ [23] with many
packets sent in a relatively short period, potentially
leading to collisions and congestion. Several variants of
flooding attempt to alleviate the expensive cost of
simple flood. Scoped-flooding (or expanding ring
search) attempts to perform the search in expanding
rings and stops when the request is satisfied. Reduced
broadcast techniques use heuristics to suppress flooding
redundancies.
Several on-demand ad hoc routing protocols build
upon flooding to obtain up-to-date routes, but use
caching to take advantage of the history of route
requests to avoid unnecessary flooding. The efficacy of
the cache depends on the cache spread, which in turn
affects the cache hit rate, and the cache validity ratio.
The cache hit and validity ratios depend on dynamics of
the cached information. In case of highly dynamic
scalable networks the cache efficacy may decrease,
forcing more request flooding.
To provide a scalable architecture, some approaches
use a hierarchical scheme based on dynamically formed
‘clusters’. The clusters are re-formed with topology
dynamics due to node failure and mobility. One
common method to form clusters is to elect a dominant
set of nodes that reach all other nodes in the network
within 1 hop. This scheme attempts to guarantee request
reception at each node in the network for every request.
A hybrid approach is used in the zone routing
protocols, in which a proactive (push) mechanism is
used intra-zone and a reactive (pull) mechanism is used
inter-zone. In this approach each node establishes its
zone independently forming a loose hierarchy. Flooding
requests between the zone periphery nodes (called
borders) is used in the inter-zone reactive phase in a
mechanism called bordercasting. Bordercasting
attempts to achieve full coverage of the network by
querying the border nodes. The contact-based
architectures use the concept of zones, but instead of
using bordercasting, only contact-nodes that lie out-ofzone are elected and queried on-the-fly. Contacts may
be elected in an energy-aware fashion to achieve load
balancing and to extend the network lifetime1.

3. Resource Discovery Approaches
3.1. Flooding-based Approaches
Flooding is a simple, commonly used technique for
resource discovery. In simple flooding a message is sent
1

Several other resource discovery systems have been developed for MANets
including [58] [59] [60] [61]. For brevity we do not discuss those systems.

to all nodes in the network with every discovery
request. A mechanism to prevent loops is usually
employed, where each node stores the request and
querier IDs and forwards the query only once. In
general, if there are N nodes in the network then each
node gets to transmit the packet except the target node;
i.e., N-1 transmissions. Over wireless channels when a
node transmits a packet during flooding, it is broadcast
to all neighbors of that node. If there are on average g
neighbors per node – where g is called the average node
degree – then we get g.(N-1) receptions per flooding.
Put differently, for every link AB (between nodes A and
B) the flooded message will traverse twice; once when
the node A sends to B and again when B rebroadcasts,
so number of receptions is ~2L, where L is the number
of links in the network. Energy is expended in both
transmissions and receptions. As one might expect, it is
usually not necessary for every node in the network to
transmit the packet in order to achieve full network
coverage (in which all nodes in the network receive the
packet). Hence, simple flooding may lead to
unnecessary redundant transmissions. For frequent
requests flooding may incur significant communication
overhead, and hence may be undesirable for wireless
networks.
Expanding ring search (ERS) techniques (or
scoped-flooding) are also commonly used for discovery.
ERS uses repeated flooding with a limit on the number
of flooding hops (TTL). If the resource is not found in a
trial, then this hop limit (TTL) increases for subsequent
trials by an increment. A simple version of ERS may
use a constant increment of ‘1’. Variants of ERS may be
derived, however, by varying the increment, either to a
constant greater than 1 or to a variable such as
exponential in the number of trials. ERS usually
performs better than simple flooding when the resource
is relatively close to the querier. However, ERS may be
quite inefficient when the querier-target pairs are
randomly distributed the network diameter is high,
which tends to be true in many wireless networks due to
clustering of nodes.
Reduced broadcast techniques [23] use heuristics to
reduce the redundancies of flooding and conserve
communication. The main idea is to exploit node
density to reduce redundant transmissions, sometimes at
the expense of reducing network coverage. The
heuristics are used to estimate when message
rebroadcasts are likely to be effective. These schemes
may be quite effective when the amount of broadcast
redundancy is high due to high node density. In
situations where the wireless network is not highly
dense, the effect of reduced broadcast is quite limited.

The aim of these heuristics is to deliver ‘broadcast’
messages that should be received by all nodes in the
network; a goal sometimes different from that of
resource discovery. Some broadcast reduction heuristics
include (i) probabilistic forwarding, (ii) count of
message receptions, (iii) node distance, or (iv) node
locations.
In probabilistic flooding, each node rebroadcasts
the message with probability p. When p=1, the scheme
degenerates into flooding.
The counter-based scheme takes advantage of the
following observation; a node may receive the flooded
message x times, and the additional network coverage
obtained by rebroadcasting a message decreases with
increase in x. Hence, after receiving a number of
messages, it may be desirable for a node to suppress its
message rebroadcast if the expected added coverage is
very low. So, in the counter-based scheme a node
maintains a message counter (x) and a counter threshold
(Cth). Upon first receipt of the message a node waits a
random time during which it counts other receptions,
when x > Cth then the rebroadcast is suppressed.
The distance-based scheme also attempts to
suppress rebroadcasts that are expected to achieve very
low coverage, but it performs its calculations based on
distance. If a message is received from a nearby node,
then there is a low added coverage achieved by
rebroadcast. In this scheme, a node waits a random time
and maintains the least distance (d) to the nodes from
which it received messages. Each node also has a
distance threshold set at Dth. If d < Dth then the
broadcast is suppressed.
A related scheme is the location-based scheme.
Knowing the locations of the sending nodes enables the
receiving node to estimate the added area coverage, a. If
a is greater than a certain area threshold (Ath) then
rebroadcast, otherwise suppress.
The location-based scheme is the most effective
among these heuristics, since many redundant
rebroadcasts maybe achieved without affecting message
reachability significantly. It also works well for various
node distributions, but requires location information.
The counter-based scheme is simple (does not require
location information) and achieves noticeable reduction
in number of redundant rebroadcasts if the network is
dense (where the broadcast redundancy is high).
3.2. Ad Hoc On-demand Routing
Routing protocols in ad hoc networks can be
generally classified as proactive (table-driven) or
reactive (on-demand). Previous studies [43] have shown
that on-demand routing protocols with caching (e.g.,

DSR [5], AODV [4]) achieve better throughput and
overhead performance better than proactive protocols in
terms of throughput and overhead especially with node
mobility. On-demand protocols employ mechanisms
for route caching to avoid unnecessary flooding of route
requests and robust route repair mechanisms to deal
with frequent route breaks.
Performance studies of ad hoc routing that
usually use long-lived assigned connections mainly
capture the route repair phase of the routing protocols,
while the route discovery phase is invoked only during
the initial setup period of the connections. However,
resource discovery protocols may exhibit significantly
different behavior, where the route discovery/setup
phase (and caching) becomes the dominant factor
affecting performance while route maintenance/repair is
very rarely triggered.
Caching is used in on-demand (reactive) ad hoc
routing [5][4] to alleviate the effects of flooding.
Caching can be quite efficient, when the cache hit ratio
is high and the cache is valid. The effectiveness of this
approach thus depends on the cache validity, which in
turn is a function of the network and information
dynamics and request patterns. In cases of mobile
networks and frequent un-correlated short requests,
however, one might expect the cache performance to
degrade as the on-demand routing degenerates with
high probability into flooding.
To gain better understanding of the effect of
caching on protocol overhead, we build a caching
model for the on-demand DSR approach and evaluate it.
Earlier studies on on-demand ad hoc routing protocols
investigated relatively small (40-100 node) networks,
with long lived connections [5] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44].
We instead study cache performance for larger scale
networks and for resource discovery.
3.2.1. Caching model
Our caching model follows the dynamic source
routing (DSR) design [5] [40]. A source looking for a
target (or a destination) triggers a route request (RREQ)
on demand. The process of route request is illustrated in
Figure 1. First, the source (Q) looks up its own local

cache for a route to the target (T). If local cache is not
found, then the source sends a query to its first hop
neighbors and they perform cache lookup. If a cached
route is not found, or if the found cache does not result
in positive response from the target (e.g., due to
invalidity of the cache), then the source floods the route
request throughout the network. The target replies to
requests from distinct neighbors to create multi-paths,
and intermediate nodes with cached route to T, respond
to the request. The replies (from the target and
intermediate nodes) traverse the reverse pathes to the
source, and nodes along the route (and their neighbors)
cache the route information (i.e., aggressive caching).
When a cached route is used and is found to be invalid
or out-of-date, it is attached to the flooded route request
to invalidate all copies of that route in the network.
Now, let us define the cache hit ratio as the fraction
of cache lookups that are found, and the cache validity
ratio as the fraction of cache hits that are valid. Let the
local cache hit ratio be p1, and the local cache validity
ratio be q1. Similarly, let neighbor cache hit ratio be p2,
and the neighbor cache validity ratio be q2.
Furthermore, let the validity ratio for the routes
obtained and used by flooding be qr. Note that if the
flooded request reaches the target T (i.e., destination)
causing a reply to be send to Q, and if that reply is used,
then it should be valid. There may be other situations
where nodes en-route to the destination have a cached
route for T, in which case the flooded request may not
reach T, and in which case there is a probability that the
replies may be invalid. In these situations another
request may be flooded to obtain a valid route. The state
diagram for this process and the state transition
probabilities are given in Figure 2.
From the previous figures we can get an estimate of
the overhead (or cost) incurred. For now we define cost
in terms of requests and replies transmitted and
forwarded. In later analysis we shall study the cost in
terms of energy consumption. The three main
procedures of the route discovery mechanism are I.
local cache lookup, II. neighbor cache lookup, and III.
flooding the request.
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Figure 2. State diagram for the probabilistic decision chain for on-demand
routing in DSR-like mechanisms.
Figure 1. DSR-like routing model: a querier node Q issues a request for a
target resource T. The request process progresses as follows: 1. Q performs
local lookup, 2. If a cached route to T is not found then request a lookup
from 1-hop neighbors (within transmission range), 3. If a cached route is not
found (or is invalid) then flood a request throughout the network, 4.a.
Intermediate nodes with cached route to T reply to Q, 4.b. The target T
replies to requests returning multiple paths to Q.

I. Local cache lookup does not incur any
communication overhead.
II. Neighbor cache lookup incurs one request
transmission and replies from neighbors with a route
cache. If g is the average node degree, and α is the
average fraction of neighbors that respond to the request
(0≤α ≤1), then number of replies is α.g. Let the cost of
neighbor cache lookup be NC, then NC=1+α.g.
III. Request flood incurs ~(N-1) request
transmissions, and replies from the target T for multiple
routes equal to the number of T’s neighbors forwarding
the request; i.e., ~g. Each reply traverses L hops from T
to Q, where L is the average path length in hops
between the querier and the target. The flood will also
trigger replies from β.N intermediate nodes, each
traversing γ.L hops, where β is the average fraction of
intermediate nodes responding to the request and γ is
the fraction of the average path length for path lengths
for the path from Q to an intermediate node. Let the
cost of flooding be CF, then we get
CF~(N-1)+g.L+β.N.γ.L
As was mentioned previously, there may be a need for
repeated floods if no valid route is obtained. Assuming,
for simplicity, that the subsequent floods are
independent with each having an average of qr success
rate, then we get a geometric distribution and the
overall (expected) cost of flooding becomes CF/qr.

From the state machine we get an expression for the
overall overhead (Ov) per discovery for on-demand
routing, as follows.
Ov=(1-p1).NC+(1-(p1q1+p2q2-p1p2q2)).CF/qr
3.2.2. Simplifications for resource discovery
Several minor modifications may apply to ad hoc
on-demand routing for resource discovery. Since the
resource discovery request will be sent in one-shot (i.e.,
in a very short transfer) there is no need to store
multiple paths for future route maintenance, and only
one route to the target T is needed. Hence, we can
eliminate the multiple responses from the target and the
responses from the intermediate nodes, thus reducing
the discovery overhead. This would result in β=0, qr=1
and CF=(N-1)+L. If we consider medium to large scale
networks where N~100 to 1000 nodes or more, and
consider a reasonable range for g~6 to 12 neighbors,
then we can ignore NC with a small margin of error.
Also, if we combine effects of local and neighbor cache
lookups simply as p for the cache hit ratio and q for the
cache validity ratio, such that p.q= p1q1+p2q2-p1p2q2,
we then get:
Ov~(1-pq).(N+L)
It is clear that the overhead depends heavily on the
cache hit and validity ratios. Let us define the cache
efficacy (CE=pq) as the combined effect of cache hit
and validity ratios. But what are the main factors

affecting CE? In the following subsection caching
performance is evaluated and analyzed over a variety of
network size and mobility degrees to attempt to extract
those factors.
3.2.3. Simulation and Analysis of Caching
We observe the performance of the on-demand
routing caching scheme through simulation. Networks
with 40 to 2000 nodes were simulated with various
mobility degrees. Each node moves using a “random
waypoint” model with no pause time. Each node selects
a random value between [0,Vmax] m/s and a random
destination to which it moves with constant speed. This
process is repeated whenever a node reaches its
destination. Vmax was varied from 0 to 60m/s. Queriertarget pairs were chosen randomly and 1000 queries
were performed in each run with 10 queries per sec. A
cache warm-up period was allowed before
measurements were taken in each run. Each data point
represents an average of 10 simulation runs with
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different random seeds. The average node degree was
kept almost constant for all topologies at 8 neighbors
per node, in 1kmx1km network.
The results are given in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Figure 3 shows the cache efficacy for various mobility
desgrees and network sizes. For very small scale
networks (40-100 nodes) the efficacy is relatively high
(~50-70%) especially for low mobility cases. As the
number of nodes increases, however, the cache efficacy
drops dramatically, even for very low mobility, to
~10% for 1000 nodes and to ~5% for 2000 nodes.
Figure 4 gives a closer look at the cache metrics. It
is apparent that the effect of network size is more
significant than the effect of mobility. The cache hit
ratio (p) drops from ~73% (for 40 nodes) to ~30% (for
2000 nodes). The more drastic drop occurs in the valid
cache ratio (q), from ~92% (for 40 nodes) to ~14% (for
2000 nodes), which brings the overall cache efficacy
(p.q) down.
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Figure 3. The cache efficacy with various velocities and various network
sizes. The cache performance degrades drastically with scale of the network
and with (even very low) mobility.

For moderate to large-scale networks (above 1000
nodes) the performance of on-demand routing with
caching approaches flooding, where the on-demand
routing protocol resorts to flooding more than 90% of
the time due to cache misses or invalid cache hits.
3.3. Hierarchical Approaches
For scalability, several hierarchical approaches
have been proposed [20][21][45]. Many hierarchical
architectures are cluster-based, in which each cluster
(or group) of neighboring nodes elects a cluster-head to
relay traffic to the other clusters. One advantage of this
approach is that a request may be forwarded to the
cluster heads (via intermediate nodes) without flooding
the whole network. A disadvantage, however, is that a

Figure 4. Cache hit ratio (p), valid cache ratio (q) and cache efficacy (p.q)
with the network size for 1m/s and 20m/s.

cluster-head may become a single-point-of-failure or a
point of traffic concentration and a potential bottleneck.
The landmark hierarchy [6][14][15] uses landmarks
as directions for routing, but does not use landmarks as
communication relays between clusters. This alleviates
traffic concentration at the landmarks and reduces the
risk of single-point of failure. However, the highest
level landmark needs to periodically flood its
information throughout the network, which may be
unsuitable for wireless networks. One major concern in
these hierarchical approaches is their reliance on
complex coordination mechanisms, for election,
promotion and demotion. Hence, in highly dynamic
environments, such as wireless ad hoc networks,
complex hierarchical approaches are susceptible to
major re-configuration with node failure, sleep

schedules and mobility, leading to serious performance
degradation.
One common method used for clustering is based
on dominating sets (DS) [24][25][46][47]. A
dominating set of nodes in a network is a subset of the
nodes in the network such that each node is either in
that set or is a neighbor of a node in the set. The
problem of finding the minimum dominating (MDS) set
has been proven to be NP-complete. Several heuristics
have been proposed to approximate the optimal
solution. The proposed solutions provide various tradeoffs between the establishment (and maintenance) of the

dominating set (sometimes called backbone) and the
cost of broadcast. A good survey on these schemes is
provided in [46]. Some protocols use a connected
dominating set (CDS) as shown in Figure 5, while
others propose a weakly-connected DS (WCDS) as
shown in Figure 6. WCDS schemes lead to a smaller
number of clusters and fewer nodes in the backbone
than CDS schemes and thus incur less overhead to
setup. Dominating set approaches, in general, guarantee
(in theory) that the network will be fully covered. By
contrast, the heuristics used for reduced broadcast
cannot guarantee full network coverage.

Figure 5. Example connected dominating set, black nodes belong to the
backbone constituting a dominating set.

Figure 6.

In general, DS-based approaches may operate in
two-steps or one-step (on-the-fly). The two-step
protocols (e.g., [47]) conduct the DS election (or
backbone setup) in one phase, then use another phase to
perform the discovery. Because the two-step protocols
setup and maintain a backbone they are subject to reconfiguration with mobility. On the other hand, the
single-step protocols, such as dominant pruning as in
[24][25], conduct the dominating set election while
performing the discovery, and hence are more resilient
to mobility effects.
In general, cluster-based approaches using
dominating sets attempt to achieve complete network
coverage by ensuring that every node receives every
request. These approaches may be quite effective when
broadcast redundancy is high (i.e., in highly-dense
networks). For networks in which node distribution is
not highly-dense, however, the effects of overhead

using these approaches is quite limited, and perhaps
hybrid approaches should be investigated.

Example weekly connected dominating set

3.4. Hybrid, Loose Hierarchy
Hybrid schemes use a mix of proactive and reactive
schemes in an attempt to establish a reasonable
overhead balance. Nodes exchange periodic and
triggered information with neighbors within a limited
number of hops to form zones. The proactive protocol is
used for intra-zone updates, while reactive, on-demand,
request forwarding is used for inter-zone discovery. The
zones form a loose hierarchy because each node
maintains its zone independently, and no major reconfiguration is incurred with mobility. Unlike
dominating set schemes, hybrid approaches, in general,
do not deliver every request to all nodes. Rather they
attempt to achieve complete network information
coverage by forwarding the request to nodes that
(collectively) have information about network routes or

resources. In this section we discuss two hybrid
approaches (a) the zone routing protocol, and (b) the
contact-based architectures.
3.4.1. The Zone Routing Protocols (ZRP)
The zone routing protocol (ZRP) [9][10][11][12][13]
uses a hybrid approach, where link state is used intrazone and on-demand routing (border-casting) is used
inter-zone. A feature of zone routing is that, unlike
cluster-based approaches, a zone is node-specific, and

no complex coordination is used for cluster-head or
landmark election. In zone routing each node transmits
its information up to R hops away, where R is called the
zone radius. Based on this message transmission, each
node independently collects information from its
neighbors and forms its own view of the network, called
a zone. Nodes at exactly R hops away are called border
nodes. Figure 7 shows the concept of a zone and
independent zone construction by network nodes.
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Figure 7. Concept of zone radius, R (in hops), border nodes, and per-node
zone in hybrid routing with loose hierarchy
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Figure 8. ZRP bordercasting with query early detection and control, various
zone for the border node of Q are shown using different colors for
illustration. Bold lines indicate the paths traversed by the bordercast
messages

In ZRP the querier, Q, sends the request to its borders,
and the borders send it to their borders, and so on.
Query control mechanisms are used to reduce redundant
querying. Requests are broadcast (or multicast) hop by
hop and are recorded by nodes along the path. Query
detection mechanisms (called QD-1 and QD-2) specify
that intermediate nodes along the forwarding path (and
their neighbors) record the request information. Upon
receiving a request sent to a border that has been
previously visited, the intermediate node terminates
such request. The intermediate node has knowledge of
the previously visited borders in its zone by maintaining
intra-zone information of up to 2R-1 hops (called the
extended zone). Hence, the redundant request can be
terminated early. This scheme is called early
termination (ET).
Illustration of the basic operation of ZRP and
bordercasting is given in Figure 8.
ZRP design attempts to achieve an overhead
balance between intra-zone maintenance and inter-zone
discovery by varying the zone radius R, which in turn
varies the amount of information to store in each node.
The optimal value of R depends on the network size and
dynamics. More specifically, it depends on the ‘call-to-

mobility ratio’ that in essence captures the amortization
factor for the zone maintenance cost (due to mobility)
over the number of call requests issued. It is during
those bordercast requests that ZRP provides savings
over flooding.
3.4.2. Contact-based
Resource
Discovery
Architectures (CoRDs)
Contact-based resource discovery architectures
(CoRDs for short) employ the hybrid approach and use
loose zone-based hierarchy. However, the requests are
forwarded to only a small number of selected nodes out
of the zone, called contacts. Instead of using shortest
path or optimal routes, CoRDs design goal is to
conserve network bandwidth and energy, while
achieving high request success ratio. CoRDs protocols
avoid border-casting by using contacts out-of-zone. The
concept of contacts is key for efficient discovery in
these schemes. The idea behind the contacts borrows
from small worlds [1][17]. Unlike relational or random
graphs, wireless networks are spatial graphs (in which
links are a function of distance, among other factors)
that tend to be highly clustered, leading to very high
degree of separation. For a node, contacts are a few

nodes outside of the zone that act as short cuts to
transform the wireless network into a small world and
hence reduce the average degrees of separation between
the querier and the target. When a request is made, a
contact-selection protocol is invoked. Contact selection
mechanisms aim to reduce zone-overlap and to elect
contacts that increase the coverage of the search. The
search proceeds according to several possible policies;
single-shot, or multiple-expanding trials.
Several protocols have been designed for contactselection, including CARD [48][49], MARQ [50], and
TRANSFER [51]. The first two architectures, CARD and
MARQ, use a pro-active approach that selects and
maintains contacts. CARD uses zone-edge information
to select useful contacts, while MARQ exploits mobility
by choosing contacts moving away from the zone. The
third architecture, TRANSFER, on the other hand, uses a
re-active approach, by choosing contacts dynamically,
on-the-fly, when the request is issued. The reactive
nature of this protocol reduces the maintenance
overhead and is more resilient to network dynamics.
In the rest of this chapter the contact-based
architecture will be presented as an elaborate case study
for the design, evaluation and analysis of an efficient
resource discovery protocol for large-scale ad hoc
wireless networks. The contact selection mechanism
presented use the dynamic contact selection mechanism,
as in TRANSFER [51].

contacts (NoC) outside the zone, as follows. First, a
request is issued to NoC (say 3) of Q’s borders (R hops
away). Each border, B, receiving the request would in
turn select another node, C, at r hops away to which to
forward the request. C is called a contact node. To
increase the search efficiency, C should have low zone
overlap with Q. Proper setting of the parameter r helps
to reduce such overlap. Contact nodes act as short cuts
that bridge between disjoint zones. This helps to reduce
the degrees of separation between Q and the target
nodes. Degrees of separation in this context refer to the
number of intermediate nodes from the querier node to
the target.
The main architecture is shown in Figure 1, where
the querier node Q chooses three of its borders, B1, B2,
B3 to which to send a request message. Each of the
borders in turn chooses one contact at r hops away to
which to forward the request. C1, C2, and C3 represent
the contacts. The number of borders (and subsequently
contacts) chosen, NoC, and the contact distance (r hops)
are design parameters. If r=R then the contact is a
border of a border of Q.
Questions regarding setting the design parameters,
such as number of contacts (NoC), contact distance (r),
and zone radius (R), will be presented in the evaluation
section. First, we describe the contact selection scheme.

4. Contact-Based Resource Discovery
Architectural Overview and Design
In the contact-based architecture, each node in the
ad hoc network keeps track of a number of nodes in its
vicinity within R hops away. This defines the zone of a
node. The zone is maintained using a proactive
localized link state protocol. Each node chooses its zone
independently, and hence no major re-configuration is
needed when a node moves or fails. There is no notion
of cluster head, and no elections that require consensus
among nodes. A neighbor discovery protocol is used by
which each node identifies nodes 1 hop away (through
periodic beacons). The link state protocol provides
neighbor information to other nodes in the zone.
Typically the number of nodes in the zone is small (less
than 100 nodes). As part of the zone information each
node keeps routes to nodes and pointers to resources in
its zone. Nodes exactly R hops away are called borders.
When a querier node Q (potentially any node in the
network) issues a resource discovery request, it first
checks to see if the resource (or destination) is in its
zone. If not, then it seeks the assistance of a number of
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Figure 9. Each node in the network has a zone of radius R hops. A querier
node, Q, sends a request through a number of its borders equal to the number
of contacts (NoC), in this case NoC=3. Each border node, Bi, chooses one of
its borders, Ci, to be the direction for forwarding the request r hops further
until it reaches the contact. The contacts are at most (R+r) hops away from
Q. In this example r=R=3.

4.1. Contact Selection and Search Policies
This section describes the contact-selection protocol
and the notion of levels of contacts. Then presents
various search policies.

4.1.1. Contact Selection Protocol
The main purpose of a contact node is to act as a
short cut to increase the view of the network by
searching for the target in uncovered parts of the
network. Hence, it is important for a contact to have a
zone that does not overlap significantly with that of the
querier node, Q, or the other contacts of Q. However,
contacts do not know about each other, and do not know
their shortest distance to the querier (remember that
contacts are outside of the querier’s zone). To address
this problem an algorithm is used to reduce zone
overlaps, thus increasing coverage and reducing search
overhead.
The first kind of overlap occurs between the
contact’s zone and the querier’s zone. To reduce this
overlap the request is directed out of the querier’s zone.
One simple approach to try to achieve this is for the
border node to randomly choose one of its borders to
which to forward the request. This, however, often leads
to significant overlap with the querier’s zone rendering
the contact ineffective and the query success rate
becomes low. Another simple approach is for the border
node to avoid sending the request through the node
from which it was received. However, wireless
networks have a high clustering coefficient2 [1][17].
This means that, on average, there is relatively high
probability that the neighbors of a neighbor of B are
also neighbors of B. Therefore, it is not sufficient to
avoid only the previous hop since there may still be a
good chance that the border may forward the request
through nodes that belong to Q’s zone. This is
illustrated in Figure 2 (a), where the border node B
receives the request from node L (the previous hop),
and forwards it to contact C1 through node x. Node x is
a neighbor of node L and is within Q’s zone, and hence
would lead to a contact less than R+r hops away. In
many cases the contact chosen this way may have a
zone heavily overlapping with Q’s zone.
The problem in forwarding the request outside of
Q’s zone to a useful contact is the loss of direction for
the forwarded message at the border of the zone (since
Q knows only about nodes R hops away). To achieve a
sense of direction without location information, a
mechanism is designed that uses information about the
neighbors of B’s previous hop, L, as explained next.
A querier node, Q, sends a request to NoC of its
borders. Consider one of those borders, B. Let node L
be the last hop before B on that path. Note that B is R
hops away from Q, and L is R-1 hops away from Q. All
2

The clustering coefficient (cc) measures the probability that neighbors of a
node are also neighbors of each other. In [17] it was shown that for wireless
networks cc=0.58 (high clustering) for settings similar to our study.

L’s neighbors (including B) are 1 hop away from L, and
hence are at most R hops away from Q. That is, all L’s
neighbors are within Q’s zone. As was mentioned
before, due to high clustering many of L’s neighbors
(all of which are in Q’s zone) may also be B’s
neighbors. Hence, B should attempt to avoid forwarding
the request through any of L’s neighbors. As illustrated
in Figure 2 (b), B avoids L’s neighbors (x,y,z) and is
able to forward the request to a contact, C2, that has
significantly less zone overlap with Q than C1 does.
This scheme is called the zone overlap reduction (POR)
scheme. Note that the above examples used r=R for
illustration. In cases where r is not equal to R, POR is
used to select a border for B that provides direction for
choosing the contact, this is called the direction border.
If r<R then POR is performed by B and then the contact
is selected between B and its direction border. If r>R
then the direction border needs to perform POR again to
find its own direction border, and so on. POR is
performed r/R times at each chosen border.
R
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R
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Figure 10. (a) The border node, B, forwards the request towards its border C1
via node x. C1’s zone has significant overlap with Q’s zone. By only using
random forwarding or avoiding only node L (the previous hop) B can easily
lose sense of direction and choose a poor contact.
(b) By using neighbor
information of L, B avoids forwarding the request to L or any of its neighbors
(x,y,z), all of which are in Q’s zone. Hence, B is more likely to choose a
useful contact, C2. The overlap between C2’s zone and Q’s zone is a lot less
than overlap between C1’s and Q’s zones.

The second type of overlap occurs between zones of
contacts. To reduce this overlap the querier node, Q,
attempts to select borders to which it has disjoint routes.
This is done using the zone information (with no extra
overhead). If NoC borders are chosen by the end of this
procedure then Q sends the request to the chosen
borders. Otherwise, borders are chosen with minimum
route overlap (i.e., with different 2nd hop nodes, then 3rd
hop nodes, etc.). Otherwise, new borders are chosen
randomly until NoC borders are chosen. This scheme
does not guarantee non-overlap between contacts’
zones, but performs quite efficiently during requests, as
we shall show. We call this scheme the route overlap
reduction (ROR) scheme.
The POR and ROR mechanisms are performed as
part of the query forwarding process, i.e., on-the-fly.
Reduced broadcast heuristics or dominating set schemes
may be used to reduce the overhead of the zone
maintenance.
Power-Aware Contact Selection: The contactselection criteria can (and in fact should) take power
into consideration. Information about power levels in
nodes and rate of energy consumption may be
piggybacked upon the proximity exchange messages.
During the contact selection mechanisms (i.e., POR and
ROR) nodes with low remaining energy are given low
selection priority. To achieve this the following poweraware algorithm is used. A node that is selecting a
border or contact first applies the POR and ROR rules
as described above. If the selected node(s) (or any of the
nodes en route to the selected node(s)) has less than a
power threshold (Pth1) of remaining power, then the
selection process is repeated for Pth2 < Pth1, so on,
until the selection is made. Hence, this algorithm selects
the most energy-capable nodes that satisfy the nonoverlap rules of POR and ROR.
4.1.2.

Levels of Contacts – putting the first pieces
together
The above contact selection schemes (POR and
ROR) provide a mechanism to select NoC contacts that
have distances up to R+r hops away from Q. These
contacts are called level-1 contacts. To select the level-1
contacts Q performs ROR to reach NoC borders, then
those borders (and their respective direction borders,
and so on, r/R times) perform POR to get the
contacts’ directions.
To select farther contacts during the query process,
level-1 contacts repeat the contact selection to choose
their own contacts, which we call level-2 contacts. This
process is further repeated as needed at the level-1
contacts, level-2 contacts and so on, up to a number of

levels called maxDepth, D. The effect of D is studied in
the evaluation section. Note that in order to select level1 contacts, Q performs ROR, whereas to choose leveli+1 contacts, level-i contacts need to perform both POR
and ROR. That is, a level-i contact selects borders with
disjoint routes from its borders that do not pass through
its previous hop L’s neighbors.
4.1.3. Search Policies – putting all the pieces
together
Given a request and a number of levels, D, the
target search process may proceed using different
policies. Three different policies are presented for target
search. The first is called single-shot, in which the
querier sends out a request, in a single attempt, to
traverse the contact levels in succession, up to D levels.
The second policy is called level-by-level (lbl), in which
the request is sent out in several attempts. The first
attempt is performed with level depth of 1. Until and
unless the target is found, each subsequent attempt, i, is
performed with level depth di=1+di-1. Attempts
continue up to di=D. The third policy is called step
search (or simply step), and is similar to lbl except that
increasing the depth occurs in steps instead of
increments of 1. For our study we choose an
exponential step increase; i.e., di=2di-1.
4.1.3.1. Single-shot Policy
In this policy the request is sent out from the querier
node once, in a single attempt. The request is forwarded
directly from level-1 contacts to level-2 contacts, up to
level-D contacts. In a sense, this policy is analogous to
flooding between contacts. To further clarify this policy
we give a simple, first order, theoretical estimate of its
overhead. These estimates are given only for illustration
purposes. At each level-i, the theoretical number of
contacts visited is (NoC)i, and the theoretical number of
hops traversed is (R+r).(NoC)i. Hence, the number of
D
transmissions is given by [( R + r ).∑ ( NoC ) i ] . This
i =1

provides a theoretical upper bound. The search employs
loop and re-visit prevention mechanisms, the effect of
which are not considered in this simple theoretical
analysis. After considering these mechanisms, the
overhead may be reduced drastically. An example of the
single-shot search is given in Figure 11 (a).
4.1.3.2. Level-by-level (lbl) Policy
In lbl the querier node, Q, may need to send the
request several times, in multiple attempts, until the
target is reached or D is reached. Starting with 1 level,
the number of levels visited in each attempt d is

incremented by 1. If the querier does not get a positive
response, it initiates another attempt3 after increasing d.
Hence, the number of contacts visited in each attempt is

given by ∑ ( NoC ) i , and the theoretical upper limit on
d
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4.1.3.3. Exponential Step Search Policy
Step search is similar to lbl, except that the number
of levels visited in attempt i, di, is incremented
exponentially; i.e., di=2di-1 (e.g., 1,2,4,8..) until the
target is found or dmax is reached, where dmax is the first
di that satisfies the inequality 2dmax>D for D>2. (For
D≤2, dmax=D). For example, if D=20 then dmax=16. For
the step policy the upper limit on number of
transmissions is given by [( R + r ).
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An example of lbl (or step) with D=2, R=r=3, and
NoC=3 is given in Figure 11 (b). Schemes lbl and step
are identical for D=2. Note that the level-1 contacts
visited on the first attempt are not necessarily similar to
level-1 contacts visited on the second attempt. This is
due to the randomization of the first border selection.
From Figure 3 this effect is clear, and it results in
different policies reaching different parts of the
network. It seems, however, that single-shot may not
reach parts of the network near the querier, but those
parts are likely to be reached by lbl and step due to the
randomization (rotation-like) effect, as illustrated in
Figure 11 (c). Another performance implication due to
the different policies is in the request latency.
Intuitively, single-shot incurs less delivery time than the
other policies because it completes its search in a single
attempt. Step search is expected to complete its search
in less number of attempts than lbl.
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Figure 11. Examples of search policies with D=2, R=r=NoC=3: (a)
The single-shot policy forwards the request in one attempt reaching level-1
and level-2 contacts (called contact-1 and contact-2), (b) The level-by-level
lbl policy forwards the request in multiple attempts with increasing the
visited levels. In the first attempt only ‘3’ level-1 contacts are visited. In the
second attempt 3 different level-1 contacts are visited and the request is
forwarded to ‘9’ level-2 contacts. It is clear that different policies reach
different parts of the network. Single-shot may not be able to achieve good
coverage near Q with low NoC.
3
For lbl and step, the querier waits for time t between attempts; t α d.(R+r).
Single-shot does not use t, since it uses a single-attempt per request.
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Figure 11 (c) The rotation-like effect between attempts in step and lbl
increases network coverage. In lbl, attempti reaches the leveli contacts, so on.

4.2. Request Forwarding and Processing
The rules for processing the requests are the same
for all of the above policies. This section presents the
request processing, forwarding, and loop prevention.
4.2.1. The Request Message
The request message contains the target ID; the
node ID or the resource key. The destination-ID in the
request message contains the ID of the border node (or
the direction border). The request message also contains
the maximum number of levels to visit (d) for that
attempt, the querier ID (Q) and a sequence number
(SN). For every new attempt the querier issues new SN.
4.2.2. Loop Prevention and Re-visit Avoidance
As the message is forwarded, each node traversed
records the SN, Q and P, where P is the previous hop
node, from which the request was received. P may be
used later to send a response to the querier, Q, through
the reverse path. If a node receives a request with the
same (SN,Q), it drops the request. This provides for
loop prevention and avoidance of re-visits to the
covered parts of the network. This mechanism is
important to keep the overhead from exponentially
growing at each level. The recorded (SN,Q,P) is kept as
soft state, associated with a short timer, adding
robustness against querier failure and SN wrap around.
Also, if a contact reached at any level finds the querier
in its own zone, indicating a loop, then the contact
drops the request.
4.2.3. Search, Processing and Forwarding
A contact (or border) receiving the request, first
performs a target search in its local zone information. If
the target is found, the request is delivered and a
response is forwarded on the reverse path (if needed),

with each node forwarding the response to its recorded
previous hop, P. Otherwise, further processing is
performed as follows.
In order for a recipient of a request message to
determine which functions to perform, and whether it is
a contact, two fields are included in the request
message; level-count and the hop-count. Initially, the
level-count is set to d and the hop-count set to (R+r).
Hop-count is decremented and checked at every hop:
• If hop-count reaches ‘0’, then the receiving node
acts as a contact. A contact decrements the levelcount and resets the hop-count field to (R+r). If
level-count reaches ‘0’ the contact drops the
request. If level-count is not ‘0’, the contact selects
NoC borders (using POR and ROR), and sends the
request to those borders.
• If the hop-count is not ‘0’, and the current node ID
is same as the destination ID of the request
message, the receiving node acts as a border node.
It selects a direction border (using POR), and sends
the request towards it.
• Otherwise, the request is simply forwarded to the
next hop to the destination.
The request message is unicast hop by hop, it is not
broadcast hop by hop. This has an impact on the energy
consumed at each hop. In broadcast, all the sender’s
neighbors consume energy to receive the message,
whereas in unicast only the intended recipient consumes
full reception energy, after a handshake for channel
reservation, other neighbors may go into idle/sleep
mode.

5. Evaluation and Comparison
In this section we study the various design
parameters for TRANSFER. In addition, we compare
several resource discovery approaches including
flooding, expanding ring search4, ZRP, dynamic
dominating set scheme and reduced broadcast.
Particularly, for TRANSFER, the following
questions are addressed: (1) How many contacts (NoC)
to choose? (2) What is the best contact distance (r)? (3)
What should be the maximum depth (D) for the search?
(4) How should we set the zone radius (R)? (5) What is
the best search policy, single-shot, lbl or step? (6) How
does replication affect the protocol performance? and
(7) Is there a specific combination of settings that
performs well for a wide variety of networks?
4

Several variants of expanding ring search - with various constant and
exponential TTL increments – were studied and were found to perform
worse than flooding due to the large network diameter of wireless networks.
For clarity of presentation we omit results for the expanding ring search.

The main performance metrics include energy
consumption due to communication overhead and the
request success rate. Note the trade-off between success
rate and overhead; the more the success rate the more
the overhead and vice versa. In order to balance these
conflicting goals a penalty is introduced for request
failures. Any failure beyond an acceptable level will be
recovered using flooding. Hence, the scheme used in
this study is contact-based search, if failed then fallback
to flooding. Since this penalty is quite expensive it will
be natural for the best performing parameters to avoid
resorting to flooding by achieving a very high request
success rate using contacts only.
5.1. Simulation setup
Extensive network simulations are used to
investigate the design space parameters and evaluate the
performance of the contact-based protocols under
various settings of r, NoC, and D. The overall
communication overhead for the architecture is
evaluated. This overhead consists of two components:
(a) zone establishment and maintenance, and (b) per
request (or per query) overhead. Each node keeps track
of other nodes in its zone. To keep storage requirements
and zone overhead at a reasonable limit, the number of
nodes per zone is limited to 100 nodes. This limit is
achieved for all simulated networks by setting R=3.
The transmission range (tr) is taken as 110m. A
wide range of networks is studied, as shown in Table 1.
The area of the network is varied to maintain network
connectivity, and to keep the zone nodes under 100 (for
zone radius of R=3). N nodes are randomly placed in a
square of ‘l m xl m’.
Nodes
200
500
1000
2000
4000
8000
16000
32000

Area (mxm) Node Degree Border Nodes
1000x1000
7.6
15.1
1400x1400
8.9
20.5
2000x2000
9.1
21.7
2800x2800
9.7
24.7
3700x3700
11
30.3
4800x4800
13
38.8
6500x6500
14.3
44.6
9200x9200
14.3
45

Zone Nodes
35
44.8
46.8
52.9
62.2
77.8
88.2
88.9

Table 1. Networks used in the simulation. Nodes are initially randomly
distributed. Number of border and zone nodes are given for R=3.

For mobility the random way point model is used,
where a destination is chosen randomly and a velocity is
chosen randomly from [0,Vmax]. Once the destination
is reached, another random destination is chosen, so on.
Vmax was varied from 0 to 60 m/s5. In the simulations
5

The random way point model is commonly used in evaluating wireless ad
hoc routing protocols. There are, however, recent studies [63, 64, 65, 66, 67,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72] that show the inadequacy of this mobility model to
capture some important mobility characteristics. In the future we plan to
evaluate our protocols using a richer set of mobility models. However, we

the energy is measured taking into account the 802.11
MAC-layer handling of both hop-by-hop transmitted
and received packets.
Hop-by-Hop Communication Energy Model
The energy consumed when a request is forwarded
at each hop is due to packet transmission at the sender
and packet reception at the recipient(s). Depending on
the mode of the message, whether unicast, multicast or
broadcast, the number of actual recipients vary.
Recipients include the intended recipients and other
nodes (within the transmission range) that are in receive
state. In general, a wireless node may be in one of three
power states: (i) transmit state, (ii) receive state, or (iii)
idle/sleep state. The power expended in each of these
states varies drastically. Also, the overall power
consumed is a function of the duration of stay in any of
these states (mainly a function of the packet size). The
amount of energy consumed during the transmission of
a request packet is denoted by Etx. Similarly, Erx refers
to the energy of request reception. If a message is
broadcast, it is received by all neighbors. The average
number of neighbors per node is the average node
degree (g). For a unicast message, there is a small
handshake phase to inform the neighbors of the
impending transmission. In IEEE 802.11 the CSMA/CA
is used with handshake and medium reservation. The
handshake involves broadcast of small RTS and CTS
messages causing the neighbors to sleep until the end of
transmission. The power consumption due to handshake
is denoted by Eh. Hence, the hop-by-hop energy
consumption is given as follows:
• Energy consumed by a unicast message (Eu):
Eu=Etx+Erx+Eh=Etx(1+f+h),
where f=Erx/Etx and h=Eh/Etx.
• Energy consumed by a broadcast message (Eb):
Eb=Etx+g.Erx=Etx(1+f.g),
where g is the average node degree.
This study used f=0.64, and h=0.16. The simulator
differentiates between (hop-by-hop) unicast and
broadcast messages and applies the energy model
accordingly. The energy is presented in Etx units.
The results of the simulations are discussed next.
The first part of the results discusses the effect of r,
NoC, and D on the performance of the different search
expect performance of our query protocols to be relatively robust to mobility
patterns due to its reactive (on-the-fly) hierarchy establishment.
6
The power consumption numbers were based on reasonable averages of
data from Lucent, Cisco and 3Com 802.11b wireless cards. For the unicast
case, a short RTS/CTS handshake reserves the channel for data transmission,
other nodes within radio range backoff for the duration of the transmission
and go to sleep/idle mode. The handshake consumes a small fraction (h) of
the actual transmission energy (Etx). This fraction depends on the transmitted
packet size. A reasonable (on the high side) estimate of h is ~10%.

policies. For this set of simulations the 1000 node
topology in Table 1 is used. The query overhead for
TRANSFER is insensitive to mobility because of its onthe-fly contact selection and query mechanisms. The
results are shown for Vmax=20m/s. The second part of
the results presents scalability analysis and
comparisons.
Each data point represents an average of 10
simulation runs with different random seeds. Queriertarget pairs were chosen randomly. 1000 such queries
were performed in each run; i.e., a total of 10,000
queries (or requests) for each data point.
First present the overhead per request (hereafter
referred to as overhead per query) is presented, then the
zone overhead, and finally the overall overhead.
5.2. Overhead per Query
The overhead per query is affected by the various
design parameters. Here we investigate the effect of the
contact distance (r), the number of contacts (NoC), the
maximum depth (D), and the degree of replication. This
study aims to understand the performance trends of the
different TRANSFER policies with the various
parameters.
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5.2.1. Effect of contact distance (r)
Several experiments were conducted with various
NoC and D. Only partial results are shown to illustrate
the trend, using NoC=3 and D=33 in a 1000 node
network. Figure 12 shows the effect of varying r and

clearly indicates favorable settings for the different
search policies. In general, as r grows, the contacts’
location extends farther away from the querier’s zone.
For single-shot policy, as r increases a consistent
increase in the energy consumed per query is observed.
This is due to a drop in the request success rate.
Remember that drop in success rate translates into
fallback to flooding, which consistently produces more
energy consumption. The drop in success rate is due to
reduced coverage of areas near Q’s zone or the
contacts’ zones. Hence lower values of r (0≤r≤2) are
preferred for single-shot. On the other hand, for lbl and
step policies, the trend is different. Due to the contact
rotation-like effect between attempts, lbl and step can
still maintain good coverage with increasing r up to a
certain distance. Hence, high request success rate is
achieved with less energy consumption due to fallback
to flooding. Further increase in r generally leads to
more energy consumption due to drop in success rate.
At very low values of r (e.g., r≤2), although lbl and step
achieve high success rate, they also incur added
overhead due to zone overlap between Q and level-1
contacts (and in general between level-i contacts and
their respective level-i+1 contacts). This overlap
reduces with increase in r, with the best values around
3-8 hops (3 being best for step, 5 and 8 being best for
lbl).
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Figure 12. Effect of Contact Distance (r)
Figure 13. Effect of Number of Contacts (NoC)
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Figure 14. Effect of maximum depth (D)

5.2.2. Effect of Number of Contacts (NoC)
To understand the effects of NoC on the different
policies different favorable settings of r based on our
previous analysis were evaluated. Results in Figure 13
are shown for r=2 (for single-shot), r=8 (for lbl) and
r=3 (for step). For all policies, a very low number of
contacts (NoC<3) incurs high energy consumption due
to fallback to flooding because of low success rate.
Increasing NoC increases success rate until almost all
requests succeed then an increase in overhead is
observed due to additional (unnecessary) search
branches with increase in NoC. For lbl and step the best
setting is at NoC=3, while for single-shot the best
setting being NoC=4 mainly due to the inability of 3
contacts to establish complete coverage near Q’s zone
and the contacts’ zones.
5.2.3. Effect of Maximum Depth (D)
Using favorable settings for r and NoC the effect of
increasing the maximum contact depth, D, is
investigated. Results in Figure 14 show that increasing
D generally decreases the power consumption by
increasing the success rate and subsequently reducing
fallback to flooding. It is not the case that increasing D
exponentially increases the number of contacts visited.
Although the number of potential contacts grows, loop
prevention drastically reduces the number of visited
contacts. After certain values of D (10 for lbl, 13 for
single-shot and 33 for step) most requests (above
97.5%) become successful and energy consumption
saturates. Note that D=33 for step translates into a
maximum of 6 attempts. Increase in D does not
necessarily translate into increase in number of

attempts. The average number of attempts (for D>10) is
3.1 attempts for step, 4.0 for lbl, and of course 1 for
single-shot. For larger networks we expect this number
to rise and D required for high success rates is expected
rise as well.
5.3. Scalability Analysis of Total Overhead
In this section we investigate how the energy
consumption grows with the increase in network size
(as in Table 1). There are two main overhead
components for TRANSFER: (a) query overhead, and
(b) zone maintenance. We analyze scalability of query
overhead, zone overhead, and total overhead.
5.3.1. Scalability of TRANSFER Query Overhead
Parameter setting for this experiment was based on
earlier analysis. For single-shot results are presented for
two settings: (a) r=2, NoC=4, (b) r=3, NoC=3. The
maximum depth, D, was increased to 65 to achieve
better success rate for single-shot. For step and lbl we
used D=33 and NoC=3. For step we used r=3, and for
lbl r=8. Results are presented in Figure 15. For all
network sizes it is clear that the step policy achieves the
best performance (with success rate of 97.5% or better
without flooding for all network sizes). lbl incurs more
overhead than step. Single-shot exhibits an interesting
behavior, for NoC=4,r=2 it achieves between 90-96%
success rate for sizes below 4000, then the success rates
go above 97.5% from 4000 nodes and on, consistently
rising with increase in N. For single-shot with (NoC=3,
r=3) lower success rates (82-89%) are reached for sizes
below 4000, the success rate increases to (94-97%) for
4000-8000 nodes. After 8000 nodes this setting
achieves 97.5% and above success rate. It is interesting
that single-shot with this (3,3) setting achieves less
success rate than the previous (4,2) setting for small
networks, yet there is a cross-over point at 4000 nodes
after which single-shot(3,3) performs better than singleshot(4,2) and approaches performance of step. This is
shown more clearly in Figure 16, which shows the
query overhead ratio of step to the others. There are two
reasons for this trend: a) for lower NoC single-shot
incurs less overhead, b) with the increase in number of
nodes there are more branches to search, giving more
chance to cover, at higher contact-levels, what was not
covered at lower contact-levels (near Q), thus
increasing the success rate for contact-based search and
decreasing fall-back to flooding.
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Figure 16. Query overhead of various TRANSFER policies relative to step

Figure 15. Scalability of query overhead for TRANSFER policies

Latency Analysis: Figure 17 shows the trend for
average number of attempts with increase in nodes. The
single-shot average is always ~ 1, and the largest
increase occurs for lbl (reaching 13.7 attempts for
32,000 nodes). Step scales reasonably well, with 5.2
average attempts for 32,000 nodes.
Based on this analysis, we observe that lbl provides
no advantage over single-shot or step. Step provides the
best performance in terms of energy consumption, and
possesses desirable scaling characteristics in terms of
overhead and latency. Single-shot exhibits the best
latency among these policies and may be set to achieve
good performance at higher scale. One desirable feature
of step, however, is its persistent good performance
over a wide spectrum of network sizes, with the setting
(R=3,NoC=3,r=3,D=33 [max attempts=6]). We use
these settings in the rest of the simulations.
Average number of attempts

14
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lbl

10

step
single-shot

5.3.2. Comparison (Query Overhead)
We compare the approaches of flooding, ondemand routing with cache, i.e., DSR-like (we refer to
this as ODC), reduced broadcast (location-based
scheme as described in[23]), dynamic minimum
dominating set (MDS) (dominant pruning as in
[24][25]), ZRP and TRANSFER. For illustration we
briefly explain flooding overhead.
For flooding, in a network of N nodes, the request is
transmitted by N-1 nodes.
We get Eflood=(N-1).Etx(1+f.g)≈Etx(N+2Lf), for large
N, where L is the number of links in the network, g is
the node degree, and g=2L/N.

8
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As mentioned before, the forwarding and
processing rules are the same for all policies.
Depending on the query requirement different policies
may be used for different kinds of requests. This is
simply achieved by setting the right parameters in the
request message. For example, to implement singleshot, the querier sets the maximum level of contacts to
visit (d) to the maximum depth (D) and performs a
single attempt.
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Figure 17. Average attempts per query for TRANSFER policies
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Figure 18. Comparing resource discovery schemes using energy consumption
Figure 19. Query overhead of the various schemes normalized by flooding

Figure 18 shows the results for query overhead for
Vmax=20m/s (similar trends were observed for other
velocities). Noticeable improvement is observed in
performance by using contacts, especially in large-scale
Figure 19 shows overhead of the various schemes
relative to flooding. Performance of ODC degrades with
increase in network size, and it approaches flooding in
large-scale networks. Reduced broadcast ranges from
55-70% while MDS ranges from 48-55% of flooding
overhead. ZRP’s performance varies from 33.5% of
flooding in small networks to 46% at larger scale. The
step policy has the best performance with 7.4% in small
networks to 5.8% of flooding in large networks.
Per-node Energy Analysis
The above analysis presented the total energy (perquery) consumed by the whole network. Such analysis
does not show the energy distribution in the network,
which would be more representative of the network
lifetime and potential for partitioning. In this analysis
several experiments are conducted to compare the
energy distribution in the nodes for flooding, ZRP and
Step. The power-aware contact selection algorithm
described above is integrated into the Step scheme; the
new scheme is called E-Step. For our simulations we
take Pth1=90%, Pth2=80%, and so on. The previous
1000 nodes simulation setup is used for 1000
randomized small transfers. In addition, we start the
nodes with Emax energy level that gets reduced as the
nodes transmit or receive messages, according to the
energy model. We conduct two sets of simulations. The
first to compare the contact-based approach to flooding
and ZRP, for which Emax is set to 12,000 Etx units.
And the second set to compare Step and E-Step, for
which Emax is set to 3,000 Etx units. The results are

networks. This is due to: (i) decrease in number of
transmitted packets per query, and (ii) avoiding
broadcast and using hop-by-hop unicast messages.
shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21, respectively. In those
figures the horizontal axis represents the nodes as
ranked (or sorted) by the remaining energy, while the
vertical axis gives the actual remaining energy as
percentage of Emax. From Figure 20 we observe that
the contact-based approach clearly outperforms
flooding and ZRP, not only in power conservation, but
also in achieving a balanced power consumption
between network nodes. For this set of simulations, the
remaining energy for the lowest energy-ranked nodes
was as follows (as a percentage of Emax): for flooding
1%, for ZRP 42%, for Step 80%, and for E-Step 90%.
For flooding we notice a staircase distribution for the
remaining energy, this is due to the fact that all the
nodes participate in the flooding for every query and
nodes having higher node degree (i.e., more neighbors)
consume more power.
The second set of simulations compares Step and EStep. Even though the overall energy consumption was
observed to be very similar but the load-balancing (or
energy-balancing) ability is quite different. The least
remaining energy in the nodes (as percentage of Emax)
was 16% for Step, and 55% for the E-Step mechanism.
For the lowest 280 energy-ranked nodes, E-Step gives
more remaining energy. In sum, E-Step provides
various improvements over the Step protocol, increasing
by ~40% for the lowest energy-ranked node, by more
than 25% for 20 lowest energy-ranked nodes, and by
more than 15% for the 50 lowest energy-ranked nodes.
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5.3.3. Zone Overhead
The zone overhead includes the energy consumed
by the link state message exchange. For link state, the
zone exchange is in the form of broadcast messages by
each node, up to R hops away. This exchange increases
linearly with mobility (with more link changes). So, this
overhead is normalized with respect to mobility using
Z(R). The zone overhead is also a function of the
number of nodes in the zone. Figure 22 shows Z(R) for
TRANSFER and for ZRP. (ZRP uses zone of 2R-1 for
early termination).
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Figure 21. Remaining energy for Step and E-Step (Emax=3,000)

Figure 20. Remaining energy for Flooding, ZRP, Step and E-Step
(Emax=12,000)
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Figure 22. Normalized Intra-zone overhead for the basic proximity R=3,
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5.3.4. Comparisons of Total Overhead
The query overhead is a function of the query rate
(query/sec), while zone overhead is a function of
mobility (m/s). In order to combine these two

components we represent the query rate as a function of
mobility, and normalize the energy per node per second
per m/s of mobility. We use the QMR metric (querymobility-ratio, or q) defined per node as query/s/(m/s)
or simply query/km (this is similar to CMR in [12]).
Z(R-1) has units of ‘energy (Etx) per sec per node
per (m/s)’. Let the energy consumption per query for
step be Estep in (Etx) units. Similarly for flooding and
ZRP, we have Eflood and EZRP. The overall query
overhead for step, EQstep = q.Estep. The units of EQstep are
in ‘Etx units per sec per node per m/s’, compatible with
Z(R). The total overhead for step becomes:
ETstep=Z(R)+EQstep= Z(R)+q.Estep.
For flooding, no zone overhead is incurred, so
ETflood=EQflood= q.Eflood. For ZRP the zone (or intra-zone)
overhead is incurred for 2R-1 hops, hence ETZRP=Z(2R1)+EQZRP= Z(2R-1)+q.EZRP. For brevity, we evaluate the
total energy-consumption ratio, TER, of step to flooding
and ZRP. We get:
E Tstep
Z ( R ) + q.E step
,
TER flood =
=
ETflood
q.E flood
ETstep
Z ( R ) + q.E step
.
and
TER ZRP =
=
E ZRP Z (2 R − 1) + q.E ZRP
Figure 23 shows TERflood as function of the QMR
(query-mobility ratio) q (query/km). We note that a
logarithmic scale was used for q to resolve the rapid
drop in the total energy-consumption ratio.
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Figure 24. Total energy ratio vs. ZRP (TERZRP)

For very low values of q (1-10 query/km) and small
to medium network sizes (200-4000 nodes) flooding
performs better. This is due to the very low number of
queries triggered as compared to the intra-zone
maintenance overhead7. Note that, zone-based protocols
perform well when the intra-zone overhead is amortized
over a reasonable number of queries in order to achieve
overall gain. It is clear that for medium to large-scale
networks and for medium to high rate of queries,
TRANSFER has a significant advantage over flooding,
where TERflood approaches 5% for large networks.
We now turn to Figure 24 to analyze the trends in
TERZRP. We notice a trend different from that for
TERflood, mainly because ZRP is also a zone-based
approach and incurs more intra-zone overhead by using
the extended zone of radius (2R-1). Effect of the
extended zone is clearest for small QMR where the
intra-zone overhead has the dominant effect, whereas
for high QMR the effect is mainly due to the query
overhead. For a small network (200 nodes) and for low
q, we get TERZRP ~48%, while for high q, TERZRP is just
below 25%. For medium to large-scale networks (50032000 nodes) and for low q, TERZRP ranges from 37%
to 44%, and for high q, TERZRP ranges from 13% to
20%. Hence, the best gains for TRANSFER can be
observed for higher values of QMR, where TERZRP
approaches 14% for large networks.

6. Conclusions

7

We suspect that a scenario of very low q, indicating relatively inactive
nodes, is unlikely in large-scale ad hoc networks. A more likely scenario is
that when the nodes are inactive for extended periods of time, they may go to
sleep or ‘off’ mode and not participate in intra-zone exchange. Maintaining
zone information without being active is not desirable.

1000

In this chapter, we provided an overview of the
main approaches for resource discovery in wireless
networks. The problem of resource discovery is
becoming more challenging and pressing as more
emerging infrastructure-less networks are designed and
implemented. The various approaches described in this
chapter included flooding-based approaches, including
expanding ring search and reduced broadcast heuristics,
on-demand ad hoc routing, hierarchical cluster-based
and dominating set schemes, and hybrid loose hierarchy
schemes including zone routing and contact based
architectures.
Reduced broadcast approaches and dominating set
approaches attempt to reduce the redundancies of
flooding but attempt to all discovery requests to all
nodes in the network. On-demand ad hoc routing
utilizes information caching to reduce effects of
flooding, but is greatly affected by network dynamics
that cause cache invalidation. Hybrid approaches, such
as zone and contact-based routing use the proactive
approach within the zones, and the reactive approach
for out-of-zone discovery. Zone routing uses
bordercasting, while contact-based schemes select outof-zone contact nodes to avoid bordercasting.
After conducting an extensive comparative study
between the above schemes, it was observed that hybrid
approaches are useful when the cost of zone
maintenance is amortized over a reasonable number of
requests, otherwise flooding-based approaches work
better. In general, if power control is used such that
only active nodes participate in zone construction and
maintenance, then hybrid approaches seem to scale best.
In particular the contact based approach is promising as

it performs well for a fixed set of parameters over a
relatively wide array of scenarios and network sizes.
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